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Abstract

Temperature, perhaps more than any other environmental factor, is likely to influence the evolution of all organisms. It is also a very

interesting factor tounderstandhowgenomesare shapedby selectionoverevolutionary timescales, as it potentially affects thewhole

genome. Among thermophilic prokaryotes, temperature affects both codon usage and protein composition to increase the stability

of the transcriptional/translational machinery, and the resulting proteins need to be functional at high temperatures. Among eu-

karyotes less is known about genome evolution, and the tube-dwelling worms of the family Alvinellidae represent an excellent

opportunity to testhypothesesabout theemergenceof thermophily inectothermicmetazoans.TheAlvinellidaeareagroupofworms

thatexperiencevarying thermal regimes,presumablyhavingevolved into thesenichesoverevolutionary times.Hereweanalyzed423

putative orthologous loci derived from 6 alvinellid species including the thermophilic Alvinella pompejana and Paralvinella sulfincola.

This comparative approach allowed us to assess amino acid composition, codon usage, divergence, direction of residue changes and

the strength of selection along the alvinellid phylogeny, and to design a new eukaryotic thermophilic criterion based on significant

differences in the residue compositionofproteins. Contrary to expectations, the alvinellid ancestorof all present-day species seems to

have been thermophilic, a trait subsequently maintained by purifying selection in lineages that still inhabit higher temperature

environments. In contrast, lineages currently living in colder habitats likely evolved under selective relaxation, with some degree of

positive selection for low-temperature adaptation at the protein level.

Key words: hydrothermal vents, thermal adaptation, RNAseq, protein composition, selection.

Introduction

Genomic investigations of thermophilic prokaryotes have

shown that no general mechanism of thermal adaptation

exists, with the noticeable exception of the charged residues

increase, the depletion of thermolabile residues, structural

RNA GC content, and the mRNA purine load (Hurst and

Merchant 2001; Hickey and Singer 2004; Paz et al. 2004).

On the contrary, several “evolutionary strategies” may be

implemented or combined over evolutionary timescales to

confer thermal tolerance (Jaenicke and Böhm 1998; Hickey

and Singer 2004), depending on the genome-wide mutational

bias and phylogenetic load of the investigated species (Chen

et al. 2004). Among prokaryotes, this is probably the result of

parallel evolution in LUCA descendants in the early history of

life (Boussau et al. 2008).

Despite the lack of “universal” mechanisms of adaptation,

thermal selection has, however, a profound influence on the
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residue composition of proteins in prokaryotes (Hickey and

Singer 2004; Berezovsky and Shakhnovich 2005; Glyakina

et al. 2007). The structure of proteins is stabilized by decreas-

ing their flexibility while maintaining their functional state (i.e.

their activity) with increasing temperature. Adaptation to high

temperature usually includes 1) protein protection within the

cell environment by chaperone molecules or the accumulation

of osmolytes (Baross and Holden 1996; Kandror et al. 2002), 2)

more plastic membranes (Cossins and Macdonald 1989), 3)

targeted intrinsic protein modification that stabilizes the struc-

ture through the establishment of noncovalent interactions

(including Van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds, elec-

trostatic, or salt bridges; Querol et al. 1996; Vogt et al. 1997) or

the induction of oligomerization (Fraser et al. 2016), and 4) on

a more global scale, amino acid replacements favoring protein

compactness through the increase of hydrophobic/aromatic

residues (Zeldovich et al. 2007). This latter process has been

reported in some prokaryotes (mostly archaea) that have pre-

sumably evolved under hot conditions for a long time. Because

of such a variety of adaptive strategies, the numerous pro-

posed thermophilic indices are mainly based on the frequency

of either some of the most biased charged residues. Most of

these indices are usually strongly positively correlated with the

optimal growth temperature of the microorganisms. Amongst

them, the ERK bias (Glyakina et al. 2007), the EK/QH ratio (de

Farias and Bonato 2003), the CvP_bias (Charged versus polar

residues: Suhre and Claverie 2003), or the IVYWREL index

(Zeldovich et al. 2007) have often been used to discriminate

prokaryotes according to their thermal preference.

Such a “structural” adaptation hypothesis, which postulates

that elevated thermal regimes likely shape the amino acid com-

position of proteins regardless of function, has received little

attention in eukaryotes. While it is known that a diversity of

animals can live at temperatures up to 50� C, notably the scor-

pions Buthidae, the desert ants Cataglyphis, ostracods from

geothermal settings, and alvinellids at hydrothermal vents

(Wickstrom and Castenholz 1973; Gehring and Wehner

1995; Girguis and Lee 2006; Ravaux et al. 2013), we do not

know whether these organisms exhibit specific residue patterns

when compared with closely related mesophilic or psychrophilic

species. Wang and Lercher (2010) attempted to explore condi-

tions for thermal adaptation in warm-blooded animals and ver-

tebrates, and found several adaptive analogies with

thermophilic prokaryotes. A recent study based on thermophilic

yeast genomes also shed some light on the thermal fingerprint

on their proteomes (van Noort et al. 2013; Bock et al. 2014),

depicting strategies adopted by these strains when facing high

temperature (i.e. trehalose accumulation: Kandror et al. 2002).

In this yeast study, comparisons of amino acid composition and

proteomic/transcriptomic data clearly indicated that thermo-

phily is only governed by changes in the primary structure of

proteins and not by the differential expression of thermally in-

ducible genes (Bock et al. 2014). Specifically, replacements of

lysine to arginine were common (van Noort et al. 2013). The

thermophilic mold Chaetomium thermophilum also displays

some amino acid peculiarities that were shared with other ther-

mophilic fungi of the family Eurotiomycetidae, including a high

proportion of IVYWREL due to an increase of aromatic residues

and isoleucine and a depletion of glycine. According to these

authors, such thermal adaptations may have been gained by

convergent evolution.

As mentioned, thermophilic metazoans are also found on

the chimney walls of hydrothermal vents. Amongst them, the

polychaete family Alvinellidae, which comprises two of the

most extreme eukaryotic thermophiles on Earth

(Chevaldonné et al. 1992; Cary et al. 1998; Girguis and Lee

2006): The Pompeii worm Alvinella pompejana (Desbruyères

et al. 1998) on the East Pacific Rise (EPR) and its ecological

homolog: The sulfide worm Paralvinella sulfincola in the north-

ern Pacific (Tunnicliffe et al. 1993). Alvinellid worms live close

to vent fluids coming out of hydrothermal chimneys and thus,

requires specific functional adaptations, such as protein ther-

mostability (Jollivet et al. 1995; Sicot et al. 2000; Shin et al.

2009; Kashiwagi et al. 2010), adaptations to hypoxia with

greater gill surface area and higher affinity respiratory pig-

ments (Hourdez and Lallier 2007), detoxification of sulfide

(Powell and Somero 1986), renaturation of proteins through

chaperones and heat shock proteins (Baross and Holden

1996) and an efficient reactive oxygen species elimination ar-

senal (Marie et al. 2006; Dilly et al. 2012). The bases of their

adaptation to high temperatures are, however, poorly under-

stood because of the difficulties associated with sampling

them (it is hard to know their precise thermal history), studying

them in the lab (they require specialized high-pressure aqua-

ria) and the complexity of these thermophilic traits. Overall

“structural” effects due to the ecological history of the species

have not been yet carefully examined, although the first anal-

yses of the transcriptome/proteome of A. pompejana led to

adaptive trends analogous to both the thermophilic prokary-

otes and the mold C. thermophilum (Jollivet et al. 2012;

Holder et al. 2013). In particular, the ribosomal proteins of

A. pompejana displayed several thermophilic features similar

to those of ultrathermophilic bacteria such as a high propor-

tion of positively charged and of large side-branched hydro-

phobic residues (Ile, Leu, Tyr: Jollivet et al. 2012), a marked

CvP_bias similar to C. thermophilum (Holder et al. 2013) and,

more surprisingly, a strong increase in the number of alanine,

a characteristics that is only shared with the thermophilic fungi

Thielavias (van Noort et al. 2013).

The annelid family Alvinellidae therefore represents an ex-

citing biological model to focus on long-term adaptation of

ectothermic species to high temperatures. This family indeed

includes closely related species that live at similar depths (hy-

drostatic pressure: 150–250 bars), but inhabit contrasted ther-

mal environments spanning nearly all temperatures possibly

observed for metazoans (Desbruyères and Laubier 1986;

Jollivet et al. 1995). Indeed, even if alvinellid worms such as

A. pompejana or P. sulfincola inhabit chimney walls and can
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tolerate punctual bursts of temperatures up to 100 �C

(Chevaldonné et al. 1992), the family also includes species

(e.g. P. grasslei and Paralvinella pandorae) that live in the cool-

est (2–5 �C) part of the hydrothermal environment. These in

situ observations have been confirmed by laboratory experi-

ments that determined the thermal preferendum of P. sulfin-

cola and A. pompejana in pressurized aquaria, (between 40

and 55 �C). Species from colder habitats such as P. grasslei or

Paralvinella palmiformis are, however, more plastic than previ-

ously thought and in situ survival temperatures range from 2 to

30 �C (Dilly et al. 2012, personal observation). This indicates

that many alvinellids are thermotolerant, with a thermal range

shift to higher temperatures in species, which live in the hottest

part of the environment. One plausible explanation for the

observed pattern is that the last common ancestor to all alvi-

nellids was thermophilic (fossil evidence suggests that alvinel-

lid-like worms inhabited vent chimneys as early as the

Devonian; Haymon et al. 1984; Little et al. 1999).

Alternatively, it is also possible that the thermophilic character

was acquired secondarily and independently in different line-

ages through a parallel and convergent evolution. However, if

the thermophilic trait has been recently derived (i.e. a few mil-

lions years ago), one could expect that positively selected mu-

tations at the base of protein thermostability should be

different between the thermophilic species and easily

detectable.

In the present work, we propose to test such evolution-

ary hypotheses in a constrained phylogenetic framework

to reconstruct the thermal evolution of these worms using

proteins as a proxy. Such a strategy allows for the control

of phylogenetic constraints, trait similarities by descent,

and more importantly stabilizing ecological parameters af-

fecting all the species tested [such as hydrostatic pressure

(Somero 1992) or strong limitation in oxygen (Webster

2003)] that could direct genome evolution. The aim of

the study was therefore to 1) examine and compare nu-

cleotide composition, and codon and amino acid usage

between a set of alvinellid species living in contrasted ther-

mal environments to detect putative structural signatures

of thermal adaptation and, 2) to estimate species evolu-

tionary rates and the nature of the mutations recently ac-

cumulated in these species (derived amino acid

replacements). We produced a phylogenomic tree based

on the set of orthologous genes to provide the evolution-

ary framework in which to conduct all analyses. Testing

such hypotheses builds on the fact that recent parallel

evolution to increased temperatures should produce a

higher rate of replacements producing a signature of pos-

itive selection, as structural adaptation requires a large

number of beneficial mutations all over the genome. On

the contrary, if thermophily represents an ancestral trait in

this worm family, present-day species that live under

“hot” conditions should have evolved under more con-

strained conditions with slower rates of replacements.

Both evolutionary scenarios were therefore also investi-

gated by looking at signatures of selection using dN/dS

ratio-based approaches. These ratios were determined in

an original pipeline processing of high-throughput data

that deals with both the lack of close well-annotated ge-

nomes and the recently highlighted limitation of codon

models in the research of selection footprints.

Materials and Methods

Animal Collection, mRNA Extraction, Sequencing,
and Assembly

Alvinella pompejana (Ap), Alvinella caudata (Ac), Paralvinella

grasslei (Pg), and Paralvinella pandorae irlandei (Pp) were col-

lected from hydrothermal vents on the EPR at a depth of

2,550 m during the Mescal oceanographic cruise in April/

May 2010. Specimens were collected using the submersible

Nautile, and upon recovery on board, flash-frozen in liquid

nitrogen. Paralvinella fijiensis was sampled from hydrothermal

vent chimneys of the Lau back-arc basin (Tui’Malina, 1,980 m)

during the Lau Basin 2009 USA expedition with the ROV Jason

and the R/V Thompson and directly preserved in liquid nitro-

gen. Once back in the laboratory, total RNA extraction was

performed with Trizol, and the isolated RNA were re-precipi-

tated after PVPP treatment to eliminate polysaccharides.

An EST library for the thermophilic Paralvinella sulfincola

(Girguis and Lee 2006) was acquired as part of an earlier Joint

Genome Initiative project to P.R. Girguis and S. Hourdez. The

dataset consists of 24,702 transcripts assembled using Newbler

(Margulies et al. 2005) based on reads obtained by 454 Roche

technology. The specimens were sampled on the Juan de Fuca

Ridge during the JdFR 2008 oceanographic cruise in August/

September on board of the R/V Atlantis with the submersible

Alvin. Transcriptomes for the remaining 5 species included in

this study were assembled after Illumina sequencing, with 108-

bp paired end reads. For Paralvinella fijiensis, the sequencing

effort was 1 full lane (160 million reads), and for the 4 other

species, the sequencing effortwas a quarterof a lane (40 million

reads) per species on a HiSeq 2000 at Genome Québec

(Metzker 2009). For the five Illumina sequenced species, de

novoassemblieswereproducedwith theVelvet/Oases software

(Zerbino and Birney 2008) following a bioinformatic procedure

detailed in supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material

online.

Search for Orthologs

A reciprocal best tblastx top hit search was performed be-

tween all possible transcriptomes pairs (Tatusov et al. 1997;

Savard et al. 2006) using a stringent e-value cutoff of 10�20

and a “medium soft filtering” for low similarity regions

(Moreno-Hagelsieb and Latimer 2008). In this very conserva-

tive approach, any cluster of sequences with more than one

copy per species was discarded from the dataset to avoid
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potential paralogy. Putative orthologous groups (POGs) were

locally aligned on the corresponding complete transcript

sequences using the BlastAlign algorithm (with a proportion

of gaps per sequence<50%), which accounts for long indels

in a conservative way (Belshaw and Katzourakis 2005).

Additionally, because of the subsequent mutigene dN/dS-

based study, a script was developed to detect ORFs (with

and without the initial methionine and a minimal coding

sequence length of 50 a.a.) to produce a series of loci align-

ments in the right coding frame without gaps in order to avoid

false signal in case of misalignment in the areas flanking the

indel (Gu and Li 1994 but see Fletcher and Yang 2010 and the

discussion of the method in supplementary material S1,

Supplementary Material online).

Base Composition

The transcript composition (GC content at the two first posi-

tions, GC12, and GC content at the third position, GC3) was

first measured on the set of the 423 concatenated orthologs

and, then on each gene separately to account for the in-

tergenes variance. In the latter case, the standard error and

the median value of each variable was calculated for each

species. The purine load index (PLI) was also computed follow-

ing the Forsdyke’s (2011) formula.

To evaluate whether the relative synonymous codon usage

of each species vary between species and the thermal prefer-

ence, we computed a standardized matrix of codon frequen-

cies in all species from the concatenated set of coding

sequences using the amino acid frequencies of the translated

proteins. This matrix was then used as an input to perform a

codon analysis to identify the preferred (Fop) codons following

their relative contributions and coordinates on the two main

axes of the correspondence analysis using the seqinR package,

which controls for the amino acid composition of the prote-

ome (Charif and Lobry 2007).

Amino Acid Composition

The relative amino acid composition of the proteome of each

species was calculated based on the counts of residues found

in the translated sequences of the orthologous transcripts from

both the concatenated set of the 423 genes and each gene

separately using an in-house Python script. Based on these

counts, several thermophilic criteria previously described in

the literature to discriminate between hyperthermophilic and

mesophilic prokaryotes (de Farias and Bonato 2003; Suhre and

Claverie 2003; Zeldovich et al. 2007; Wang and Lercher 2010)

were calculated. According to Jollivet et al. (2012) and Holder

et al. (2013), three thermophilic criteria that better characterize

adaptation to hot temperatures in metazoans were more spe-

cifically tested: 1) the CvP (charged: DEKR vs polar: GHNPQST)

bias criteria, 2) the EK/QH ratio, and 3) the IVYWREL criterion.

Finally, the amino acid proxies for the wide-genome GC bias,

that is, the relative amino acid counts of GC-rich codons

(GARP) and of AT-rich codons (FYMINK) were also computed,

as these indices did not conform to the theoretical GC-content

expectations in the thermophilic worm A. pompejana genome

(Jollivet et al. 2012). All these amino acid counts and criteria

were then used in statistical analyses run under the R package

for cross-species comparisons. These included across-genes

median and variance estimates within each species and, anal-

yses of variance and comparison of means using multiple

Wilcoxon tests between species.

We also explored the relative effect of each of the 20

amino acids over the protein adaptation of the alvinellid spe-

cies to construct a new metazoan criterion of thermophily. A

matrix of amino acid counts at orthologous sites was pro-

duced based on the POGs alignments, in which rows repre-

sented species, and columns the amino acid frequencies. The

factorial component analysis (FCA) (Teil 1975) was conducted

following a count normalization (transformation and scaling

of the dataset) using the FactomineR package (Hê et al. 2008)

to explore how the amino acid composition (i.e. the overall

variance) is partitioned between species. The amino acids that

contribute the most in separating the “hot” versus “cold”

species were then used to establish a new criterion.

Disordered Regions in Translated Sequences

Increasing the number and extent of disordered regions (i.e.

unfolded polypeptide regions of low complexity and high flex-

ibility, mainly involved in molecular binding/recognition) in

proteins has been shown to represent a good proxy for pro-

tein adaptation to cold (Tantos et al. 2009). We estimated the

proportion of disordered regions by calculating for each resi-

due the probability that it takes a disordered state using our

translated set of sequences and the predictive method of dis-

order-order transition adapted from Isin’s (1925) model by

Lobanov and Galzitskaya (2011). A detailed description of

our analyses with Isin’s model is provided in supplementary

material S1, Supplementary Material online.

Phylogenomic Reconstruction

Previous phylogenetic analyses done with either ribosomal

DNA (Féral et al. 1994; Rousset et al. 2003) or the mitochon-

drial Cox1 gene (Vrijenhoek 2013) led to alternative scenarios

about the monophyly or the polyphyly of the genus

Paralvinella. Depending on the gene used, the dichotomy be-

tween the two morphologically distinct genera (i.e. Alvinella vs

Paralvinella) is not fully supported (see supplementary fig. S1,

Supplementary Material online). Because of such a discrep-

ancy, an unrooted phylogenomic tree of the six alvinellid spe-

cies was reconstructed with RAxML-VI-HPC (Stamatakis 2006)

and the GTR + Gamma nucleotide substitution model, in

which the substitution rate variation among sites is modeled

by the gamma distribution with four rate categories. Tree pa-

rameters and substitution models were optimized on the con-

catenated dataset of coding sequences from the aligned and
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filtered POGs using a codon partition model regardless of the

substitution model used. Branch bootstrap values were ob-

tained from the dataset resampling of 1,000 replicates.

Alternative substitution models or partitions (concatenation

without gene partitions or concatenation with codon-position

partition) were also tested.

Reconstruction of the Residue Composition for
Ancestral Nodes

Ancestral states of the residue composition of alvinellid pro-

teins were reconstructed over the whole set of concatenated

genes from the amino acid frequency of the sequences in-

ferred from the Bayesian reconstruction of ancestral nodes in

the “aaml” package in PAML v4.0 software (Yang 2007)

using the classical Jones’ matrix of amino acid substitutions

and a P-value threshold of 0.90 on amino acid replacements.

To test whether the thermophilic trait of the worms is ances-

tral or recently derived in parallel in a few species, the new

metazoan criterion (as designed from the result of the factorial

correspondence analysis and the ecological a priori binomial

tests) was computed from the frequency of residues of the

reconstructed protein sequences at the four ancestral nodes

of the alvinellid tree and on sequences of the present species.

Derived Mutation Rates in Recent Lineages

Derived amino acid substitution rates in recent lineages (i.e.

terminal branches) were also estimated from both the POGs

dataset (concatenated and 423 individually). In this case, the

derived substitution rate strictly refers to “private” substitu-

tions, that is, that only occur in one lineage with all other

lineages sharing the same alternative residue—a parsimonious

ancestral state allowing us to orientate the mutation. The idea

here is to solely target the relatively recent substitution events

possibly prone to positive selection. This allows us to test

whether thermophily is an ancestral or derived trait and alter-

native scenarios of parallel evolution in either chimney species

(e.g. Ap, Ac, Ps, Pf) or “cold” species (Pp and Pg). To test

whether the derived mutation rate can be higher in some

species, the number of derived replacements was weighted

by the overall divergence accumulated in terminal branches to

account for the unequal time elapsed since the speciation

between species. This was achieved by the construction of

an ultrametric tree corresponding to the ML tree previously

obtained using the “mid-rooting position” approach imple-

mented in Seaview 4.0 (Gouy et al. 2010), and the

“ultrametrize” option of “Chronopl” from the Ape package

in R (Paradis et al. 2004). The null hypothesis of constant rate

of accumulation of derived mutations was tested with a �2

statistics.

We also tested whether the direction of substitution could

lead to a specific enrichment in several classes of residues

based on their electro-chemical properties. The selected clas-

ses were: Positively charged, negatively charged, polar,

aliphatic, and aromatic plus the separate counts of un-cate-

gorizable residues cysteine, proline and glycine. We then com-

puted the relative differences in amino acid classes/criteria

observed between lineages (e.g. the increase of positively

charged amino acids out of the derived substitutions in Ap

compared with the other residue categories), and perform a

factorial correspondence analysis on the derived substitutions

(aaancestral! aaderived) to characterize the nature of amino acid

substitutions in a given habitat from the interspecies substitu-

tion variance observed.

Strength and Mode of Selection over Lineages

The nonsynonymous/synonymous substitution ratio ! was

also computed for each branch of the alvinellid phylogenomic

tree using the free-ratio branch model (M1) implemented in

the package CodeML of the PAML v4.0 software (Yang

2007). The small number of species used in the tree should

reduce the risk of over-parametrization. Using the tree topol-

ogy obtained with RaxML ((Ap,Ac),(Pp,(Pg,(Pf,Ps)))) as a refer-

ence, we compared this model with the one-ratio model (M0)

using a Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) with a df of n-1 branches

for either the concatenated set of sequences or each of 423

POGs independently. The ! values were estimated for each

terminal branch and subsequently used to calculate an in-

tergene median per branch and its standard error after filter-

ing (see supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material

online ). In addition, putative codon sites under positive selec-

tion were investigated using branch-site codon models, which

account for the ! variation among codons in a foreground

lineage when compared with the other branches. In this ap-

proach, a LRT was used to compare the selection branch-site

model (M2a) with three ! classes (!0<1, !1=1, and o2>1)

to the nearly neutral model (M1a) with two ! classes (!0<1,

!1=1) or its alternative M2a model in which !2 is fixed to 1.

The significance of the LRT was tested against a mixture dis-

tribution 50:50 between mass point 0 and �2 with one degree

of freedom at a threshold of 10%, 5%, and 1%. Under the

acceptance of the “selective” model, putative codons under

positive selection were identified among foreground branches

using a Bayesian empirical Bayes (BEB) approach (see supple-

mentary material S1, Supplementary Material online for more

details).

Binomial Tests with Ecological Priors

Because of the very high intergene variance of most of our

variables (i.e. the nucleotide composition, residue composi-

tion, thermostability criteria and dN/dS ratio) within each spe-

cies, we developed a Binomial sign-test analysis with

ecological priors, that is, the a priori knowledge of the thermal

habitat of the worms: “COLD” for Pp and Pg and “HOT” for

the thermophilic Ap and Ps. For each gene, species were

ranked according to the variable tested. For each species,

we then run a sign test, which compares the number of
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times the value of a variable (e.g. residue frequency, !) is

greater or lower for the species under scrutiny when com-

pared with its opposite ecological trend (i.e. COLD or HOT)

where n+represents the number of times the species displays

a greater residue frequency than its opposite ecological back-

ground, n�= number of times the species displays a lower

residue frequency than its opposite ecological background,

and nT is the total number of trials (n+ + n�). A binomial

test is then run to test whether n+ is significantly different

from n- given the total number of cases: nT. This test therefore

contrasts the most extreme classes of an ecological distribu-

tion, and examines whether the number of positive and neg-

ative cases are significantly different at a 5% threshold (see

supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material online for

details).

Results

Assembly and Gene Orthology

The total number of assembled transcripts obtained from the

Velvet/Oases procedure (with a kmer = 21) ranged from

20,018 in P. pandorae to 40,843 in P. grasslei, with the no-

ticeable exception of P fijiensis (one Illumina lane), for which a

maximum of 80,939 transcripts were successfully assembled

(see supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online

for assembly statistics). Based on these sequence datasets,

two sets of candidate orthologous loci were generated: One

without missing species (423 POGs) and the other allowing

one missing species for each POG (1340 POGs).

Nucleotide Composition of Transcripts

The GC content, purine load and codon frequencies were

calculated for each transcript, separately and over the whole

concatenated set of genes for the six alvinellid species

(table 1). The overall GC content was rather low (43.7–

44.9%, table 1) but not markedly different between alvinellid

species when compared with their intergene variation (30–

65%, data not shown). The 18S rDNA GC content was

much greater than coding sequences with values ranged be-

tween 50.1% and 52.2% but not correlated with the worm’s

habitat and nearly identical between P. grasslei (cold-adapted)

and P. fijiensis (hot-adapted). The GC3 was lower than GC12

but, as opposed to GC12, not correlated with the thermal

habitat of the species (see supplementary material S1,

Supplementary Material online for more details). The purine

load of alvinellid worms was positive (around 104 bases per

kilobase) and slightly greater than to the average value esti-

mated for living organisms. Purine load was, however, not

different between cold- (+104) and hot-adapted (+103.4) spe-

cies (table 1).

A factorial correspondence analysis of the codon frequen-

cies did not indicate any variation of codon usage between the

six species, which seems to be phylogenetically inherited in

alvinellid worms (supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary

Material online).

Amino Acid Composition of Translated Sequences

Cumulative ranked curves of three thermophilic criteria,

CvP_bias, EK/QH and GARP-FYMINK, were plotted for the

423 translated ORFs and, clearly show that CvP_bias is the

only criterion separating “hot” and “cold”-adapted species

(see supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material

online and fig. 1). However, the IVYWREL versus EK/QH

biplot also successfully segregates species according to habitat

(fig. 1). Looking at amino acids associated with GC-rich

codons, ranked values of GARP markedly correlated with

the ranked GC12 values, while no negative correlation was

observed with the FYMINK index. The cumulative deviation

of these two variables showed three distinct trends: An in-

crease of GARP in the thermophilic Paralvinella species, a

very weak deviation of GARP-FYMINK toward zero in the

two Alvinella species and a clear increase of FYMINK in the

cold-adapted Paralvinella species (supplementary material S1,

Supplementary Material online).

The AMOVA with nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis and

paired Wilcoxon tests revealed no significant difference be-

tween alvinellid species of the average amino acid composi-

tion on the 423 translated proteins or their computed

thermostability criteria (data not shown). However, these

tests have limited power due primarily to the non-normality

of the amino acid distributions within each species and also to

the large intergene variance associated with these distribu-

tions. Sign-tests with ecological priors, however, provided

strong evidence for the structural adaptation of alvinellid

worms at the scale of their proteome. Results indicated that

A, P, and L were significantly less frequent and M, G, S, and D

significantly more frequent in P. pandorae and P. grasslei

when compared with the “hot” adapted species (table 1).

R, E, and Y were also more frequent in “hot” species but

not always significant in all chimney species (table 1). Sign-

test comparisons on thermophilic criteria and amino acid clas-

ses confirmed the occurrence of highly significant differences

in amino acid patterns between “hot” and cold-adapted spe-

cies. A greater number of genes were indeed ranked top for

both the FYMINK (AT-ended codons) and STNQ (polar) criteria

in the cold-adapted species whereas a greater number of

genes exhibited maximal values for the GARP (GC-ended

codons), IVYWREL, aromatic (FYW), and charged (RHKDE)

residues in the “hot”-adapted species.

A FCA was performed on the residue frequencies of the 6

alvinellid species to understand the relationship between tem-

perature and amino acid composition (fig. 2). The first axis

explains 76.3% of the overall variance of the proteins in

terms of amino acid composition and clearly separates the

two cold-adapted species (P. grasslei and P. pandorae) from

the four other species that live on the chimney walls. The
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proteins of the two cold-adapted species were enriched in

serine, aspartic acid, glycine and methionine (DGMS) whereas

the chimney-species proteins exhibited more alanine, leucine,

glutamic acid, proline, and tyrosine (PAYLE). The detailed in-

spection of the amino acid composition of alvinellid proteins

therefore suggests that species are subdivided into two groups

according to their thermal preference. These groups can be

discriminated by a higher frequency of four to five amino acid

residues, which can be summarized by the indices PAYLE for

the “hot” species and DGMS for the “cold” species. This new

criterion corresponds to amino acids that also significantly dif-

fered between the two ecological groups on the basis of the

sign test with ecological priors. Additionally, the arrangement

of species on the first factorial axis was not the direct conse-

quence of the GC genome-wide bias, as there is no correlation

between the GC content and the coordinates of amino acid

on the first FCA axis. Finally, cold-adapted species also dis-

played specific signatures of disordered residues using the

Ising prediction software of Lobanov and Galzitskaya (2011).

Although not very conclusive, results showed that P. pandorae

displays a greater proportion of disordered residues (about

42%) when compared with the other species (33–37%; see

supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online).

Phylogenomic Tree

Although restricted to 6 species, the phylogenomic ML recon-

struction of Alvinellidae ancestry with 423 POGs led to 3 pu-

tative species lineages (fig. 3, i.e. concatenation of 1,340 POGs

without indel filtering and one missing species led to the same

topology), and confirmed the separate evolution of P. pan-

dorae, previously placed in the subgenus Nautalvinella

Table 1

Nucleotidic and Amino Acid Compositions (Percentages Based on Direct Counts) of Alvinellid Coding Sequences and Translated Proteins Obtained

from the Six Transcriptome Assemblies

Species A. pompejana# A. caudata# P. sulfincola# P. fijiensis# P. grasslei§ P. pandorae§

Nucleic acid content

Total GC% 44.42 44.58 43.75 44.85 44.26 44.17

GC12% 44.90 44.80 44.90 45.00 44.70 44.60

GC3% 43.55 44.05 41.51 44.64 43.47 43.32

Purine Load 101.82 102.52 105.20 103.98 104.23 103.90

rDNA-18S 52.22 52.20 51.92 51.76 51.71 51.10

Charged content 27.13*** 27.04* 27.08* 27.36*** 26.85** 26.70**

D (Asp) 6.08 6.11 5.97*** 6.06*** 6.62** 6.87**

E (Glu) 7.25 7.07 7.43** 7.27*** 6.69** 6.71

H (His) 2.46 2.34 2.22 2.32 2.37** 2.25

K (Lys) 6.62 6.85* 6.45 6.51 6.55 6.43

R (Arg) 4.72 4.67 5.01*** 5.20*** 4.62 4.44

Polar content 29.99* 29.84* 30.18* 29.55* 31.17** 31.13**

Q (Gln) 4.08 4.09 4.19 4.04 4.24 4.09

G (Gly) 3.28 3.28 3.10 2.97* 3.37 3.57

N (Asn) 5.08 5.07 5.31 5.28 5.29 5.17

P (Pro) 2.55** 2.62** 2.48** 2.56** 2.24 2.12

S (Ser) 8.08** 8.13** 8.27** 8.05* 9.19*** 9.48***

T (Thr) 6.92* 6.65 6.83 6.65 6.84 6.70

Aliphatic content 36.96** 37.17*** 36.65* 36.93** 36.21* 36.39*

A (Ala) 7.86*** 8.11*** 7.90*** 8.42*** 6.99** 7.15*

C (Cys) 1.42* 1.35 1.36 1.29 1.37 1.17

I (Ile) 8.40 8.56 8.00 8.38 8.38 8.85*

L (Leu) 6.98** 6.90** 6.96* 6.69* 6.63 6.68

M (Met) 3.42 3.50 3.20 3.22 3.59*** 3.98***

V (Val) 8.88 8.75 9.23 8.93 9.25 8.56

Aromatic content 5.92 5.97 6.13* 6.15** 5.76 5.81

F (Phe) 3.12 3.08 3.25 3.29 3.19 3.32

W (Trp) 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.32* 0.27 0.29

Y (Tyr) 2.50 2.58* 2.55 2.54* 2.30* 2.20*

NOTE.—All frequencies of each species were compared against either “cold” species (§) or “hot” species (#) according to an a priori ecological sign-test. Bold results
discriminated hot from cold lineages.

Level of significance associated with the a priori ecological sign-test,
*P< 0.05,
**P< 0.01,
***P< 0.001.
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(Desbruyères and Laubier 1993) on the basis of its gill morphol-

ogy. This latter species is clearly basal to the group formed by

the three other paralvinellid species (all belonging to the subge-

nus of Paralvinella). Most nuclear loci supported the dichotomy

between the two formal genera (distances greater between

Alvinella and Paralvinella than between P. pandorae and the

other species) and placed the root between the Alvinella and

Paralvinella species under the mid-point rooting option. Both

rooted and unrooted trees confirmed the very close proximity

of P. sulfincola and P. fijiensis, although living in very distinct

geographic areas (North-East Pacific versus Western Pacific).

As a consequence, the two cold-adapted species (P. pandorae

and P. grasslei) displayed the greatest patristic divergence while

branching at a more basal position in the Alvinellidae tree,

under the mid-point rooting hypothesis separating the two

genera. The hypothesis of global molecular clock was not sig-

nificantly better than the no-clock model implemented in

baseML (Yang 2007). However, branch lengths associated

with Alvinella species were much shorter than those estimated

for the Paralvinella species, suggesting that the species forma-

tion in Alvinella was either more recent or that these sister

species evolved much more slowly than the other genus.

FIG. 1.—Main prokaryotic thermophilic amino acid indices (IVYWREL, EK/QH, and CvP_bias criteria) in “hot” and “cold” alvinellid species using

translated sequences of 423 orthologous transcripts. (a) Overall CvP_bias between species, (b) overall EK/QH vs. IVYWREL biplot between species.

FIG. 2.—Factorial correspondence analysis of the amino acid frequen-

cies between protein orthologous sequences of six alvinellid species.
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Rate and Nature of Derived Amino Acid Replacements

Derived mutations (i.e. orientated replacements specific to

only one species) were counted and sorted into biochemical

classes (e.g. charged, polar, aliphatic, aromatic) to estimate

the mutational asymmetry of residue changes (e.g. VL–LV)

between each species and its direct ancestor in a given line-

age. The results showed a remarkable decrease in charged

residues for the two cold-adapted species (table 2). Proline

also decreased remarkably (�16 for P. grasslei and �27 for

P. pandorae). Such a general decrease in charged residues and

proline was entirely compensated by the gain of polar residues

in P. grasslei (+73). In P. pandorae, the compensation also

involved the gain of a large number of aliphatic residues

(+36) in addition to polar ones (+65). A FCA was then per-

formed on the matrix of mutational asymmetries between the

20 amino acids (fig. 4). The first two factorial axes explained

about 80% of the total variance of the derived mutations

among species (axis 1: 63.2% and axis 2: 17.4%). Along

the first axis, the four chimney species were tightly grouped

and well separated from the two cold-adapted species. This

indicates that the chimney species have a very similar pattern

FIG. 3.—Unrooted phylogenomic ML tree of alvinellids with patristic distances (in bold). All nodes were fully supported by 100% bootstrap values.
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of replacements. Relative to chimney species, the differences

in substitutional patterns of cold-adapted species are ex-

pressed by their position on axis 2. A more detailed analysis

of the relative increase/decrease of specific residues between

biochemical groups (fig. 4), indicated that derived mutations

accumulated very differently in the two cold-adapted species

(E! D, K! Q, or A! S preferred for P. grasslei, against

R! K, V! I, and T! I for P. pandorae).

Finally, each count of derived mutations was divided by the

ultrametrized synonymous length of its corresponding termi-

nal branch under the mid-point rooting hypothesis to test

whether nonsynonymous substitutions have accumulated at

the same rate (fig. 5a). The hypothesis of a constant accumu-

lation of amino acid replacements in terminal branches was

rejected (�2=1326, df = 5, P-value< 0.001), indicating that

amino acid replacements were more pronounced in the
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FIG. 4.—Factorial correspondence analysis (FCA) of orientated amino acid substitution frequencies between orthologous protein sequences of alvinellid

species. The dashed envelope represents the cloud of remaining substitution points.

Table 2

Gain and Loss of Residue Classes in the Present-day Species Obtained from the Derived Substitutions Accumulated Within Each Terminal Branch of

the Phylogenomic ML Tree

Species Polar Aliphatic Aromatic Aa + Aa� Cys Pro Gly

A. pompejana +11 �4 +1 �4 �3 +1 �5 +3

A. caudata �4 +13 +9 �1 �1 �5 �4 �7

P. sulfincola +12 +4 0 �1 �5 +1 �4 �7

P. fijiensis +4 +10 +9 +8 �21 +3 �4 �9

P. grasslei +73 �14 �6 �18 �13 +2 �16 �8

P. pandorae +65 +36 +4 �45 �33 �9 �27 +9

NOTE.—Aa+: positively charged amino acids, Aa�: negatively charged amino acids.
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terminal branches of the two cold-adapted species. However,

these results, although weighted by the branch length in the

absence of a molecular clock constraint, were very sensitive to

the substitution model and to the gene partition during the

phylogenomic reconstruction.

Relaxation of Selection on “Cold” Adapted Genes

The nonsynonymous versus synonymous mutation ratios (!)

were estimated for 423 POGs over the branches with a sig-

nificant LRT values against the null M0 (one ! for the whole

tree) model of the alvinellid RaxML tree (fig. 3) using the free-

ratio (M1) selective model of CodeML. According to the anal-

ysis, alvinellids evolved under great purifying selective con-

straints with ! never exceeding 0.05 over the 423 POGs

(fig. 5b). These latter estimates were on average very close

to the median values estimated from the concatenated set of

genes for the three internal branches (0.019–0.025). In con-

trast, values for genes of the two cold-adapted species were

higher (0.043 for P. pandorae and 0.033 for P. grasslei) and

suggested that the genes of these two species could have

experienced some relaxation of selection. These observations

are unlikely to be the consequence of a systematic lack of

power in the estimation of dS because the distribution of !

values does not seem to be constrained by its lower extent (i.e.

dS always above zero) and because the ! values linearly in-

creased with species divergence (i.e. dS; see Fig. 6). However,

interestingly, the internal branch leading to Alvinella spp. is

very constrained by purifying selection (very low dN value),

yielding a dN/dS that represents an outlier in the other corre-

lated values of dN/dS vs dS plot (Fig. 6). The observed differ-

ences in the median estimates of ! between the hot-adapted

and cold-adapted species are confirmed by the Binomial sign-

test, with ecological priors accounting more informatively for

the intergenes variability (P-values in fig. 5c). Both P. pandorae

and P. grasslei displayed significantly more genes with a higher

! value than those found in the thermophilic representatives,

whereas all the four species inhabiting chimneys significantly

displayed more genes with a lower ! value than those of the

two cold representatives.

For each terminal branch, a specific search for codon sites

under positive selection was performed by comparing the se-

lection model (M2A) of codon substitution with the nearly

neutral model (M1A). Branches leading to cold-adapted spe-

cies produced a greater number of genes with a significantly

better fit to M2A. The likelihood ratio tests indicate that 21

genes displayed an additional class of!> 1 (positive selection)

in cold-adapted species while this number was only 6 in the

FIG. 5.—Derived amino acid replacement rates and median intergenes dN/dS ratios observed on the terminal branches of the tree. Each rate was

weighted with the length (t) of the corresponding terminal branch obtained after tree ultrametrization. Absolute timing inferred under a clock hypothesis on

the mt Cox1 gene (see supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online) and its evolutionary rate estimated from Chevaldonné et al. (2002) produced

exactly the same results. The null hypothesis of constant rate of derived replacements was rejected using a �2 test (�2=1326, dfl = 5). (a) Derived mutation

rates, (b) dN/dS ratios in terminal branches, (c) P-values represent the level of dN/dS significance following an ecological a priori Binomial test (i.e. values of a

given species significantly greater or lower than either “cold” (§) or “hot” (#) species).
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thermophilic species. Among this subset of genes under pos-

itive selection (i.e. with a significant LRT), 12 genes contained

sites under positive selection with a BEB probability greater

than 0.95 in the two cold-adapted species and only two

genes in A. pompejana and P. sulfincola. However, only one

replacement under positive selection led to a substantial

change in the amino acid property of the protein (charged

to polar) while all other mutations occurred within the same

biochemical class of residues.

Evolution of Thermophilic Criteria from the Ancestor to
Present Taxa

The criteria specific to alvinellids, PAYLE vs. DGMS, which op-

posed hot-adapted to cold-adapted species (see above), were

used to reconstruct the history of thermal adaptation from

ancestral sequences. To this extent, we measured the relative

increase or decrease of the two amino acid groups from the

most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of alvinellid worms

(obtained from the mid-rooting point between the genera

Alvinella and Paralvinella) to the present-day taxa. Most ances-

tral protein sequences were reconstructed with a high

Bayesian probability (>90%) and, thus gave us a good level

of confidence to evaluate the evolution of our criteria along

the branches of the phylogenomic tree of alvinellid worms

(fig. 7). The cold-adapted species displayed a great increase

of the DGMS proportion of residues in their proteins relative to

their ancestral state (net increase of 206 and 133 residues in P.

pandorae and P. grasslei, respectively) and this increase was

directly linked to the decrease of PAYLE for the same species

(188 and 168 residues). On the contrary, PAYLE increased

significantly in hot-adapted Paralvinella species and in the

internal branch leading to Alvinella spp. (i.e. a very small in-

crease in charged and aromatic residues but a loss of polar

residues in Alvinella).

Discussion

Thermophily is Likely Driven by a Rather Old and Global
Structural Effect on Proteins

Alvinellid polychaetes represent a family of worms that suc-

cessfully colonized all the vent habitats of the Pacific Ocean

(Desbruyères and Laubier 1986, 1993). Out of the twelve spe-

cies described so far, at least five live on the walls of “hot”

vent chimneys. Two of these worms, A. pompejana and P.

sulfincola, have been experimentally shown to be the most

thermophilic metazoans known on Earth (Girguis and Lee

2006; Ravaux et al. 2013). The polyphyletic nature of thermo-

phily (i.e. a specific trait shared by the two well-separated

genera of Alvinellidae) raises the question of whether thermo-

phily has evolved independently several times in the recent

history of the family or resulted from a very long history of

thermal adaptation, initiated several tens of million years ago.

Here we performed a comprehensive analysis of proteomes

using 6 alvinellid species living in contrasted thermal habitats

to answer this question in a well-constrained phylogenetic

framework.

Out of 423 orthologous putative ORFs, the cold- and hot-

adapted species displayed contrasted patterns of protein com-

position. The direct comparison of overall residue frequencies

between species indicated a smaller number of charged resi-

dues, and especially positively charged residues in P. pandorae

and P. grasslei. Positively charged residues were mainly

FIG. 6.—Biplot of dN/dS versus dS medians obtained over branches of the phylogenomic ML tree of the six alvinellid species with the free-ratio branch-

model M1 implemented in PaML 4.0 (Yang 2007). Branch values are significantly (P< 0.01: Pearson’s r test) linearly regressed without using the branch

leading to Alvinella spp. (outside of the confidence envelope at 95% for the whole dataset).
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replaced by neutral polar and small aliphatic residues in these

latter species. The FCA on protein composition also provided a

strong support for adaptive patterns while separating the two

cold-adapted species (and especially P. pandorae) from the

four other species living on chimneys (76% of the whole var-

iance associated with the first axis). Residues contributing the

most to this difference were Pro, Ala, Tyr, Leu, Glu (PAYLE),

and Arg, which allowed the clustering of the four chimney

species, and Asp, Gly, Met, and Ser (DGMS) that grouped the

two cold-adapted species. Although restricted to a small

number of species that could limit the power of significance,

these diagnostic residues segregated the hot and cold species

on the first FCA axis. This was supported by a significant a

priori ecological sign-test unbalance between the two groups

of species (and especially significant differential patterns favor-

ing Ala, Leu, Pro, and Tyr in the hot-adapted species). This

pattern was not phylogenetically driven: Alvinella species

tightly clustered with the two thermophilic Paralvinella species,

whereas P. grasslei, which is phylogenetically and morpholog-

ically very close to P. fijiensis and P. sulfincola (Desbruyères and

Laubier 1993) grouped with the most divergent species P.

pandorae. The absence of relationship in the FCA plot be-

tween the species coordinates and their GC contents, and

the lack of marked codon usage differences suggested that

these observed amino acid patterns were not due to a

genome-wide GC-bias effect across species (contrary to

what is usually observed for microorganisms; Chen et al.

2004). The FCA analysis coupled with the Binomial test with

ecological priors unambiguously confirmed previous results

obtained by Jollivet et al. (2012) based on a pair of “hot”

and “cold”-adapted alvinellid species (A. pompejana and P.

grasslei). According to gene ontogeny (GO analysis, see sup-

plementary material S1, Supplementary Material online), the

study also indicated that these amino acid changes are likely to

affect all categories of proteins and thus are mostly the reflec-

tion of a global structural effect on proteins, reminiscent of

what has been described for thermophilic and hyperthermo-

philic microorganisms (Kreil and Ouzounis 2001; Hickey and

Singer 2004; Zeldovich et al. 2007). As such, and despite the

smaller thermal amplitude encountered by the worms (<60
�C) when compared with the thermophilic prokaryotes, our

hot- and cold-adapted species appear to be well discriminated

by the thermophilic criteria documented for prokaryotes such

as the CvP_bias (Suhre and Claverie 2003), the de Farias and

Bonato’s (2003) EK/QH or the IVYWREL (Zeldovich et al.

2007), even if not perfectly adapted to our metazoan

models (see further discussion on the PAYLE vs DGMS criteria

in supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material online).

FIG. 7.—Ancestral reconstruction of amino acid changes using the alvinellid criteria PAYLE vs. DGMS along the phylogenomic tree of alvinellid worms

following the Bayesian reconstruction of ancestral sequences implemented in aaML of PaML (Yang 2007).
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Thermophily is an Ancestral Trait with a Long History of
Parallel Evolution

The main purpose of the study was to shed light on the an-

cestry of the thermophily trait in the family of these peculiar

worms. As previously noticed from both the recovered fossils

in “old” ophiolites (i.e. fossil vent rocks) and phylogenetic

analyses (Little et al. 1999; Vrijenhoek 2013), alvinellid

worms may have experienced a long history of speciation

events possibly starting at the beginning of the Cretaceous

in this hostile and highly selective environment. The first re-

sulting observation of the present study is that a very large

proportion of protein positions were not free to vary in both

thermophilic and cold-adapted alvinellid species with median

! values ranged from 0.01 (A. pompejana) to about 0.04 (P.

pandorae). Even if synonymous rates are mostly driven by ef-

fective population size and generation time, which in turn may

lower dN/dS in species with high fecundity and rapid turnover,

these ratios are far smaller than those recorded for mamma-

lians (0.20–0.25: Ohta 1995) or marine species such as oysters

or tunicates (0.10–0.20: Gayral et al. 2013). The second main

result is that alvinellid species that live on chimneys (i.e. ther-

mophilic species) are all under stronger purifying selection

(small ! ratios) than their cold-adapted counterparts even if

the small number of species studied here could impact the

significance of these comparisons. All thermophilic species

indeed display very low rates of nonsynonymous mutations

in their recent history (i.e. terminal branches). In contrast, the

cold-adapted lineages (also under purifying selection) have

derived nonsynonymous rates two to three times greater

than their thermophilic counterparts. Such a difference is,

however, not due to a phylogenetic effect because 1) all alvi-

nellid worms display the same codon usage and 2) the two

cold-adapted species are not closely related, and thus display

phylogenetically independent accelerated derived mutation

patterns in comparison to the other four species. This differ-

ence does not seem to be the outcome of great differences in

the effective population sizes and/or generation times either,

as most species exhibit the same reproductive biology and

nearly the same census size of populations (Chevaldonné

and Jollivet 1993; Zal et al. 1995; Jouin et al. 2002; Copley

et al. 2003; Faure et al. 2007) and have a very long history of

evolution because their last speciation event (about 28 Ma for

the most closely related and sibling species (see Chevaldonné

et al. 2002).

Nevertheless, because of the very small nonsynonymous

rates and the lack of positive selection in thermophilic species,

the enrichments in Arg, Glu, Ala, Ile, and Tyr at ancestral

nodes and their global effect on proteomes, we suggest

that the alvinellid primitive proteome was preadapted to

“hot” conditions, giving support to the hypothesis that ther-

mophily is an ancestral state. Although the question of

whether LUCA was thermophilic is still under great debate

(Galtier et al. 1999; Di Giulio 2003; Boussau et al. 2008),

most studies based on protein resurrection suggest that an-

cestors to bacteria and archaeal were probably thermophilic

(Gaucher et al. 2003; Akanuma et al. 2013). This situation also

seems to have occurred in alvinellid worms, probably because

of their emergence before or at the beginning of Cretaceous

(Haymon et al. 1984; Little et al. 1999). Long term-history of

purifying selection on thermostable proteins, and especially

those of thermophilic alvinellids may have resulted in an evo-

lutionary slow-down leading to the assumption that thermo-

philes were more likely to resemble the ancestral state. To this

extent, protein surface interactions, and especially the super-

ficial increase of ionic and hydrogen bonds, and the physical

constraints associated with protein folding may influence (and

even “freeze”) the evolutionary rate of a protein-encoding

gene as previously stated by Tóth-Petróczy and Tawfik

(2011) and Romero-Romero et al. (2016). In the case of alvi-

nellids, the hypothesis of ancestry is also well supported by the

fact that only very few or no loci were shown to be under

positive selection on the terminal branches leading to the ther-

mophilic species. If thermophily was recently gained in some

of the alvinellid lineages, one would indeed expect to see

more innovation in proteins of the thermophilic species.

Even if conditioned by the number of species used, the

ancestral state of alvinellid adaptation to high temperature

was also supported by the relative change of PAYLE and

DGMS over the course of alvinellid evolution. These results

suggest that the two cold-adapted species have accumulated

much more DGMS residues against PAYLE residues than their

chimney relatives. Comparatively, the amount of observed

replacements from the ancestral nodes to the thermophilic

species was much more moderate (with a much lower vari-

ance of amino acid counts over branches). For example, A.

pompejana exhibited virtually no difference in its protein com-

position compared with its direct ancestor and a limited

number of differences with its sister species A. caudata.

Adding differences from the root trifurcation (MRCA node)

to A. pompejana led to the accumulation of only 18 PAYLE

residues, while this number decreased by 204 and 166 on the

terminal branches leading to P. pandorae and P. grasslei,

respectively.

Based on these results, the ability to live in highly variable

and extreme temperatures was likely gained in the early his-

tory of alvinellid evolution. However, looking at the derived

mutation rates indicates that chimney species also accumu-

lated charged and aromatic mutations independently, as de-

rived replacements are unique to each taxon. For the four

chimney species, the nature of derived replacements was

very similar, with an overall increase of charged and aromatic

residues but these substitutions were not always on the same

proteins orthologs. This indicates that, even if alvinellids were

pre-adapted to high temperatures, they also co-evolved sep-

arately for millions years through a long process of parallel

evolution to nearly the same extreme environment. Indeed,

even if changes in protein thermostability (i.e. at least
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stabilizing or increasing their Tm) may occur linearly in time as a

consequence of directional selection, proteins are likely to ex-

plore a wide space of conformational pathways through the

process of “thermodynamic system shift” (Hart et al. 2014).

As a consequence, the longer species live in similarly con-

strained environments, the more they are likely to diverge

by this process despite strong purifying selection and habitat

convergence. Fixation of similar adaptive mutations in repli-

cate populations or closely related species seems to be a

common issue with a high probability of occurrence (Orr

2005) and often involves the same set of genes (Nadeau

and Jiggins 2010). The maintenance of equal phenotypic per-

formances in different species is therefore a very long process

usually governed by epistatic interactions, which imposes

many compensatory replacements to either maximize the ben-

efit or minimize the deleterious effect of a single mutation in

different genetic backgrounds (Berezovsky et al. 2007; Lunzer

et al. 2010; Serohijos and Shakhnovich 2014). This contrasts

sharply with the two cold-adapted species for which the rate

and the nature of derived mutations were significantly differ-

ent leading to the preferential replacements of charged resi-

dues by polar ones in P. grasslei and aliphatic ones in P.

pandorae. These results agree well with a diversifying selective

process (as opposed to the “thermodynamic system shift” pro-

cess) as supported by previous experimental studies on bacte-

rial evolution which provide examples of parallel molecular

evolution in replicates evolving in similar (thermal) environ-

ments while adapting specifically to the environment often

leading to a fitness loss in other environments due to antago-

nistic gene pleiotropy effects (Elena and Lenski 2003).

Cold Adaptation Emerged Several Times during the
Alvinellid Radiation

Nonsynonymous to synonymous ratios on terminal branches

of the alvinellid tree indicate that the protein evolution of the

two cold-adapted lineages was less constrained than for the

four chimney species. As selective relaxation should affect

equally protein residues that are free to change (i.e. covarions,

Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965), one would expect that most

amino acid replacements under relaxed selection should be

randomly distributed into the biochemical classes of residues.

Here, the accumulation of amino acid changes impacts more

specifically some classes of residues, with striking differences in

the two cold-adapted species that does not seem to be attrib-

utable to genetic drift alone. Although the radiation of alvinel-

lid worms seems to be quite ancient (>100 Ma), this

differential accumulation of residues in the two species was

not consistent with the universal trend of amino acid losses and

gains through the course of evolution reported by Jordan et al.

(2005) in the three domains of life, but rather suggests a con-

vergent effect specifically directed on “cold” species during

their independent evolutionary trajectories. Interestingly, the

proteins of the ancestors and chimney species are enriched in

amino acids known to decline in modern taxa and thus sug-

gesting that proteins of the four “thermophilic” species are

more structurally related to the ancestor. On the contrary,

DGMS enrichments in proteins of cold-adapted species do

not fit the expectations associated with the accumulation of

late-coming amino acids in the evolution of life. Differences in

the nature of derived mutations (aliphatic vs. polar) between

the two cold-adapted species suggest therefore that species

experienced specific phylogenetic constraints or adaptive spe-

cificities for living in cold environments. Both types of enrich-

ments are, however, observed in species living in polar

environments and can be viewed as a mean to increase protein

flexibility at low temperatures to preserve function (Saunders

et al. 2003). Colder species and especially P. pandorae also

exhibited a greater proportion of disordered polypeptidic re-

gions, which is characteristic mostly of psychrophilic species to

compensate the limited conformational movements of the

protein at environmental temperatures (Russell 2000;

Saunders et al. 2003; Siddiqui and Cavicchioli 2006). In psy-

chrophilic archaea, adaptation to cold led to the increase of

glycine, glutamine and threonine (providing a greater confor-

mational mobility of the protein backbone), the decrease of

proline in loop regions and arginine in the exposed parts of the

molecule, and the reduction of large (aromatic) hydrophobic

residues in the core of the protein (Saunders et al. 2003; Reed

et al. 2013). The increase of nearly all these residues in the cold-

adapted alvinellid proteomes at a greater rate and in a nonran-

dom manner between lineages suggests that part of the pro-

tein evolution was driven by positive selection. This view is

supported by a greater number of codons under positive se-

lection in the two cold-adapted lineages. In addition, the dis-

tribution of GO functions in loci displaying dN/dS values

significantly greater in cold-adapted species indicates that se-

lective relaxation and/or positive selection was not targeting

specific pathways, suggesting a more global structural effect

(see supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material

online). Although not significant, some metabolic processes,

such as homeostasis, and nucleic acid production and repairs,

may have, however, been more commonly affected.

An alternative explanation to the differences observed be-

tween the two cold-adapted species may come from the

timing of the colonization of the cold hydrothermal vent hab-

itats during the evolutionary history of alvinellid species.

Indeed P. pandorae belongs to the subgenus Nautalvinella,

which according to Vrijenhoek (2013) was the first to split

and diverge inside the genus Paralvinella (i.e. about 60 Ma).

Because the three species of this clade are all cold-adapted

species, they are likely to represent the first colonizers of

colder vent environments and display specific morphological

characteristics, including penned gills, more adapted to survive

in the well-oxygenated deep-sea surroundings (Desbruyères

and Laubier 1993). In contrast, P. grasslei belongs to the

Paralvinella subgenus, from which, at least three species (P.

sulfincola, P. fijiensis and P. hessleri) are known to live
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exclusively on vent chimneys walls. The radiation of

Paralvinella into subgenera and two ecological groups (three

thermophilic and four mesophilic species) therefore date from

very different times. This could have played a role by affecting

the time spent exploring the combination of residues to obtain

the best conformational issue of the proteins. As these two

groups evolved separately for a very long period of time, both

lineages could have experimented different adaptive strate-

gies and a much longer period of time to adapt to colder

environments (i.e. to replace charged residues by hydrophobic

ones, possibly via transient polar states) in the case of the

Nautalvinella subgenus group.

Conclusion

The reconstruction of ancestral states with confidence strongly

depends on the number of species in a phylogeny and on the

divergence between the sequences. Some caution in the inter-

pretation of inferred changes should therefore be taken.

However, our results indicate thatpresent-day alvinellid lineages

have experienced habitat shifts during their evolution. Contrary

to expectations that thermophily should be a derived character

in alvinellids, the rates and nature of derived substitutions, as

well as the strength of selection occurring on terminal and in-

ternal branches of their phylogenetic tree, rather suggest that

adaptation to high temperatures has occurred early in the evo-

lutionary history of these worms. Thermophily was then main-

tained through strong purifying selection and potentially

reinforced in some hot-adapted lineages. This suggests that

the long-term parallel evolution of the worms since their radia-

tion may have played a non-negligible role in shaping the worm

proteomes. Adaptation to colder temperatures seems to have

happened secondarily but independently and probably not at

the same time, and lead to slightly different strategies, overall

replacing charged residues by polar or by aliphatic ones.

The classical view of local adaptation considers that selective

sweeps should have had a very narrow, gene-specific, impact

spectrum while demographic effects are expected to have a

broader impact on the whole genome, as they bring nearly

neutral and slightly deleterious mutations randomly to fixation

more rapidly (Ohta 1992; Barton and Mallet 1996). However,

this view may be too simplistic, and we should consider that

adaptation to extreme environments, within which temperature

and hydrostatic pressure conditions directly affect the entropic

stability of the whole proteome (and thus, the relationship be-

tween the cost and function of proteins), produces nearly similar

genome imprints, at least in the coding regions.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology and

Evolution online.
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